HOLISTIC TAROT SUPPLEMENT
This text is offered as a supplement to Holistic Tarot: An Integrative Approach to Using Tarot for Personal
Growth (North Atlantic Books, 2015) by Benebell Wen.

Tarot Spread Practice
The following quick reference sheets are derived from Appendix A in the text. After
deciding which spreads to adopt into your personal spreads repertoire, print out the
quick reference sheets for those spreads only, and practice your first few readings
with the following reference sheets.
These reference sheets are supplements to Chapter 14 and are intended for use with
that chapter. See also Appendix A.
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2 CARD SPREADS

Card #
1
2

Method A

Method B

Position Meaning

Position Meaning

Analyze elemental dignities. What is
dominant? What is recessive? Any
synchronicities?

Heart of the Matter

Innate Dignity
(reading with card reversals)

Interactive Dignity
(“Elemental Dignities”)

Challenges/Obstacles

UPRIGHT CARD

REVERSED CARD

Element is Dignified.

Element is Ill-Dignified.

WATER
Cups

EARTH
Pentacles

FIRE
Wands

Elements are Dignified.
Energies amplified & strengthened.
EARTH
Pentacles

FIRE
Wands

WATER
Cups

Elements are Neutral.

WATER
Cups

AIR
Swords

Elements are Ill-Dignified.
Energies weakened in conflict.
FIRE / Active
Labors, Passions, and Physical Plane

Elements are Dignified.
Energies amplified & strengthened.
AIR
Swords

Elements are Neutral.
FIRE
Wands

AIR
Swords

EARTH
Pentacles

Elements are Ill-Dignified.
Energies weakened in conflict.

AIR / Active
Social Sphere and External Self

Ace

Seven

Three

Nine

Four

King

Six

Knight

WATER / Passive
Emotions and Relationships

EARTH / Passive
Material Manifestation

Two

Eight

Ten

Page

Five

Queen

---

---
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3 CARD SPREAD

Card #

Position Meaning

Detailed Explanation

1

Present Influence

What presently covers the Seeker

2

Past Influence

Past influences affecting Seeker’s present state.

3

Probable Outcome

Seeker’s aspirations, hopes, fears, and/or most probable outcome
for the immediate future.

The majority of modern day tarot practitioners use a three-card spread with
particular frequency, though what they attribute to each card position will vary.
Holistic Tarot teaches the author’s approach only. See also the Alternative Three-Card
Spread, p. 293, explaining how to integrate the First Operation with the spread. The
Three-Card Spread can also be expanded, as explained on p. 299, into a multiple-card
reading session.
Checklist of Consideration Points:
 Assess any Major Arcana cards that dominate the reading and the significance of the
Majors to the Seeker’s situation.
 Note the elemental dignities, any ill-dignified energies, and the significance of the
elements to the Seeker’s situation.
 Study or gaze into the card imagery and note any particular details in the imagery
that stand out intuitively. What does that detail symbolize? How might that
symbolism relate to the Seeker’s situation?
 Of the three cards, which card demands the most attention from the practitioner,
what the significance of that might be, and greater details about that card as
applied to the Seeker’s situation.
 Note the numerological significance of any number patterns among the three cards.
The significance of numbers addressed in Chapter 15, p. 432.
 Note any striking patterns in directionality. Do the figures in the cards seem to face
a particular direction or point at a particular detail, image, or symbol in the overall
landscape of the spread? Directionality issues addressed in Chapter 15, p. 450.
 End on an affirmative note, such as the corresponding affirmation for the final card
drawn (see Holistic Tarot text, p. 609-614).
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ALTERNATIVE 3 CARD SPREAD

Begin the reading with the First Operation. See Chapter 11, p. 245.

When the Signifier Card is located, the card immediately following
the Signifier is identified as Card 1. Cards in the pile that had
preceded the Signifier are placed to the back of the pile, so that the
Signifier is the top-most card. The Signifier and Card 1 are set aside.
In the First Operation pile that the Signifier was located in only, fan the remaining pile out and select
two more cards. These two cards are Cards 2 and 3. Set aside the signifier and examine the three cards
drawn.

Card #

Position Meaning

1

The heart of the matter; the thesis statement that answers the
Seeker’s question.

2

First factor or energy that will affect the issue.

3

Second factor or energy that will affect the issue.
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4 CARD SPREAD

Card # Position Meaning
1

Present Influence; Heart of the Matter

2

Challenges/Obstacles

3

Past Influences

4

Probable Outcome

Also refer to the Morning Routine Reading Practice template for practicing four-card
readings. (Download from Website: http://benebellwen.com/about-the-book/holistic-tarotsupplements/)

When learning tarot as a beginner or learning an unfamiliar system with a new tarot
deck, the four-card spread is one of the best ways to use the deck and learn with it.
That is because there are only four cards to look up in the deck’s corresponding
guidebook or reference, and for most, four cards is a digestible number to work with.
The three-card spread can also be used for this purpose, but the four-card spread has
the added benefit of training the student to read modified energies, i.e., what
happens when one card blocks another (the Card 1 and Card 2 cross).
The beginner learner is advised to adopt a routine four-card spread reading “open
book” and to look up each card in the Cyclopedia, p. 63-235 in the Holistic Tarot text.
Log your reading and take notes from the text as applied to your reading.
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THE SIMPLE CROSS

Checklist of Consideration Points:
 Assess any Major Arcana cards that
dominate the reading and the
significance of the Majors to the
Seeker’s situation.
 Note the elemental dignities, any illdignified
energies,
and
the
significance of the elements to the
Seeker’s situation.

about that card as applied to the
Seeker’s situation.
 Note the numerological significance of
any number patterns among the three
cards. The significance of numbers
addressed in Chapter 15, p. 432.

 Study or gaze into the card imagery
and note any particular details in the
imagery that stand out intuitively.
What does that detail symbolize? How
might that symbolism relate to the
Seeker’s situation?

Note any striking patterns in
directionality. Do the figures in the
cards seem to face a particular
direction or point at a particular
detail, image, or symbol in the overall
landscape
of
the
spread?
Directionality issues addressed in
Chapter 15, p. 450.

 Of the three cards, which card
demands the most attention from the
practitioner, what the significance of
that might be, and greater details

 End on an affirmative note, such as the
corresponding affirmation for the
final card drawn (see Holistic Tarot
text, p. 609-614).
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THE WIRTH CROSS

Although the Wirth Cross is not mentioned in the Holistic Tarot text, note the Amendments on the
website (http://benebellwen.com/about-the-book/amendments-to-text/). Separate out the Major Arcana
in your deck, shuffle well, and perform the Wirth Cross with the Majors only. In Tarot of the
Magicians (1927), Oswald Wirth instructs to shuffle the deck 7 times, fan out the cards per the Fan
Approach, and have the Seeker select the first 4 cards. The practitioner then selects the fifth card.
When focusing on study of the Major Arcana only, the Wirth Cross is a great cross to adopt for the
morning routine.
Card # Position Meaning
1

Conditions favorable to the Seeker’s objective.

2

Conditions in opposition to the Seeker’s objective.

3

The spiritual judgment of the nature of the Seeker’s
objective.

4

The final sentence, or most probable outcome, based
on the karmic accounting of the situation.

5

Thesis: summary of the Seeker’s present situation and
circumstances that Seeker needs to be aware of.
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THE DYADIC CROSS

The Dyadic Cross is a great go-to spread for tarot professionals because it is comprehensive and yet
concise in its organization, which lends the spread well to readings that need to be completed within a
fixed amount of time (e.g., a 15 minute reading).
Card # Position Meaning
1

Present Influence; Heart of the Matter; Present State
of Mind

2

Challenges/Obstacles; What Crosses the Seeker’s Path
Immediately Up Ahead

3

Foundation/Roots; At the Bottom of the Issue or
Matter at Hand

4

Past Influences Still Present

5

Aspirations/Speculation; Alternative Future Outcome

6

Immediate Future; Most Probable Future Outcome
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THE ESSENTIAL KEYS

The Essential Keys spread combines a three-card spread with a simple two-card cross, which can offer
greater insights and details into a situation than the three-card spread alone.
Card #

Position Meaning

Detailed Explanation

1

Present

What is most important for the Seeker to know about the matter at hand.

2

Past Influence

Past influences that are affecting the outcome of the matter at hand.

3

Present Mind

What presently occupies the mindset of the Seeker

4

Crosses Seeker

What is to come in the Seeker’s life path with regard to the matter at
hand.

5

Probable Outcome

Most likely outcome given Seeker’s current path and behavior.
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FIXED TERM ANALYSIS

Although a signifier card is depicted in the diagram above, use of one is optional. For more
information about signifier cards, see Chapter 10, p. 236. The Fixed Term Analysis spread offers a
snapshot into a given period of time. It is optimal when a Seeker wants to know what to expect in next
few days, or the next month, the next year, or the next five years, etc.
Card #

Position Meaning

Detailed Explanation

S

Signifier Card

Optional, depending on whether practitioner’s approach is to use
signifier cards or not.

1

Matters of the Mind

Issues that occupy the intellectual and mental spheres of Seeker. These
are the issues that the Seeker must reason through during the given
period of time.

2

Matters of the Heart

Issues that occupy the emotional sphere of Seeker. These are the issues
that will have the most emotional impact on the Seeker.

3

Matters of the Body

Issues that occupy the physical sphere of Seeker. The card here could
indicate actual events, matters related to work or Seeker’s professional
development, or Seeker’s finances or property.

4

Past Influences

Unresolved matters from before that will be an ongoing issues in this
coming period of time.

5

Matters Going Forward Matters that will continue to linger that Seeker must resolve beyond the
given period of time.

Alternative: The Fixed Term Analysis spread can be modified into a six card spread. For the
three cards above that correspond with matters of the mind, heart, and body respectively, four
cards can be used instead, corresponding with IHVH and the four quadrants (i.e., I:
Work/Health, H: Love/Relationships, V: External Sphere/External Self, H: Money, Property;
Finances). Set the four corresponding cards down in the same order you would cut the cards
into the four piles for the First Operation.
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SIX POINTS (OR SIX CONTROVERSIES) SPREAD

For specific inquiries, use the Six Points (also referred to as the Six Controversies) spread to diagnose
the six areas of conflict that Seeker must overcome to move toward the desired outcome or to advance
forward out of a present plateau. The six cards can also be interpreted as the six energies that the
Seeker needs to be most concerned about with regard to the specific inquiry.
Practice Recommendation.
Preface the reading session with the First Operation. The results of the First Operation will then guide
the practitioner’s interpretation of the Six Points spread. If the Seeker is interested in projections or
forecasts, after the Six Points spread, draw 3 cards and place them left to right next to the signifier.
These 3 cards are monthly projections for the next 3 months.

Checklist of Consideration Points:
 Assess any Major Arcana cards that
dominate the reading and the
significance of the Majors to the
Seeker’s situation.
 Note the elemental dignities, any illdignified
energies,
and
the
significance of the elements to the
Seeker’s situation.
 Study or gaze into the card imagery
and note any particular details in the
imagery that stand out intuitively.
What does that detail symbolize? How
might that symbolism relate to the
Seeker’s situation?
 Of the three cards, which card
demands the most attention from the
practitioner, what the significance of
that might be, and greater details

about that card as applied to the
Seeker’s situation.
 Note the numerological significance of
any number patterns among the three
cards. The significance of numbers
addressed in Chapter 15, p. 432.


Note any striking patterns in
directionality. Do the figures in the
cards seem to face a particular
direction or point at a particular
detail, image, or symbol in the overall
landscape
of
the
spread?
Directionality issues addressed in
Chapter 15, p. 450.

 End on an affirmative note, such as the
corresponding affirmation for the final
card drawn (see Holistic Tarot text, p.
609-614).
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V FORMATION SPREAD

The 7-card V-Formation or the subsequent 7-card Horseshoe spread is often adopted by tarot
professionals. Start by placing the cards down in the order numbered above. However, read the cards
to the Seeker in the order listed in the table below, 6 to 4 to 2, skip 1, 3 to 5 to 7, then back to 1.
Card # Position Meaning
6

Recent Past (Last 3 Years)

4

Present Outlook

2

Near Future (Next 3 Months)

3

Seeker in Environment

5

Hopes and Fears

7

Probable Outcome Overall

1

Most Important Point Seeker Must Keep in Mind
HORSESHOE SPREAD

The position meanings are the same as the V Formation spread.
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THE SEVEN CHAKRAS: 7 CARD SPREAD
Card # Position Meaning
1

Foundation; Stability of Seeker’s Present Life

2

Sex, Sexuality, the Physical Realm

3

Work/Career; Growth and Development

4

Love and Relationships

5

Expression, Community; Status in Society

6

Spirituality, Faith Matters

7

Karma; Future to Come

SEVEN CHAKRAS REFERENCE CHART
7. Crown Chakra. Violet
Connection to God Principle or Collective Unconscious;
Higher Consciousness; Spiritual Knowledge; Path to
Enlightenment or Closeness to God Principle

When imbalanced: Cannot ascend to higher
consciousness or find solidarity with the divine
god principle.

6. Third Eye Chakra. Indigo
Reason & Intuition Duality; Inner Wisdom, Clairvoyance;
Clarity of Thought & Insight; Healthy Skepticism &
Curiosity

When imbalanced: Plagued by self-doubt, distrust,
pessimism, paranoia, silenced intuition, and
thought clutters

5. Throat Chakra. Blue.
Knowledge; Perspective; Communication & Persuasion;
Expression of Views; Sense of Hearing and Speech; Guilt is
the major blockage of the throat chakra and prevents
ascension

When imbalanced: Hesitancy with expression
personal views or opinions; inability to
communicate with or persuade others

4. Heart Chakra. Green
Compassion for Humanity; Altruism, Charity, Benevolence;
Openness and Ability to Love Others; Non-Violence;
Mercy; Grace

When imbalanced: Selfish tendencies; feelings of
loneliness and isolation; feelings of alienation;
paranoia

3. Solar Plexus Chakra. Yellow.
Ego, Personal Power; Intelligence; Achievement &
Persistence; Optimism

When imbalanced: Feelings of powerlessness;
frustration; susceptible to negativity and
pessimism from others; easily dissuaded by
others; lack of self-esteem or conviction

2. Sacral Chakra. Orange.
Emotional Plane; Creativity, Music, Writing, Arts;
Entrepreneurship & Innovation; Sexuality & Sensuality;
Hopes & Fears

When imbalanced: Feeling empty or apathetic;
inability to find beauty in the world; fatigue and
lethargy; fearful of the future; immobilized by fear

1. Root Chakra. Red
Physical Energy & Vitality; Security, & Stability;
Leadership & Combat Skills; Confidence in Decision
Making; Survival Instinct; Sense of Belonging; Stabilizing
and balancing of the Root Chakra is the most important for
harmonious living

When imbalanced: Prone to anxiety and worry;
lack of physical energy or vitality; insecurity;
lacking confidence with personal decisionmaking; feelings of aimlessness
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PERSONALITY TREE

To get a general sense of a Seeker’s personality, character, and disposition, use the Personality Tree.
Card # Position Meaning
1

Attitude/Intellectual Influences

2

Spirituality/Philosophy

3

Emotional Outlook

4

Past Influences

5

Present Influences

6

Roots/Foundation/Soul 1

7

Roots/Foundation/Soul 2

SHD

Latent Forces
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THE INSIGHT SPREAD

For General or Specific Questions. Place Signifier Card down first. Then place Card 1 directly on top
of Signifier Card.
Card # Position Meaning
1

Heart of the Matter; What Covers Seeker in the Present

2

Challenges/Obstacles; What Blocks Seeker or What Will Come to
Cross Seeker's Path

3

Past Influences

4

Past Influences

5

Lessons Not Yet Learned; Recurring Theme in Seeker's Life of
Spiritual Significance

6

Most Probable Outcome / What Else May Hinder or Support Seeker

7

Most Probable Outcome / What Else May Hinder or Support Seeker

8

Seeker's Future Self

9

Shadow Card

10

If Positive, Hopes & Aspirations; If Negative, Seeker's Fears
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NINE CARD SPREAD
FROM BOOK 

For General or Specific Questions. No signifier needed.
First read row 1-2-3 cohesively to indicate the Seeker’s superconsciousness.
Next, read row 7-8-9 cohesively to indicate the Seeker’s subconsciousness.
Next, read the center row 4-5-6 cohesively to indicate the Seeker’s ego-consciousness.
The next step is separate and distinct from the three consciousness levels.
First read column 1-4-7 cohesively to indicate the Seeker’s past. The reading should not be related to
the superconsciousness reading. After the row readings, the meanings of the cards change entirely for
the column readings.
Next, read column 2-5-8 cohesively to indicate the Seeker’s present.
Finally, read column 3-6-9 cohesively to indicate the Seeker’s most probable future.

Generally consider the center card of a row or column reading to be the primary subject
matter at hand, and the cards to either side modify or condition the center card’s indication.
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CELTIC CROSS (GRAY)
FROM EDEN GRAY’S MASTERING THE TAROT

For General or Specific Questions. Place Signifier Card down first. Then place Card 1 directly on top
of Signifier Card.
Card # Position Meaning
1

Heart of the Matter

2

Challenges/Obstacles

3

Foundation/Roots

4

Past Influences

5

Aspirations/Speculation

6

Immediate Future

7

Seeker’s View of Self

8

Seeker in Environment

9

Hopes and Fears

10

Probable Outcome
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CELTIC CROSS (WAITE)
FROM A. E. WAITE’S THE PICTORIAL KEY

For General or Specific Questions. Place Signifier Card down first. Then place Card 1 directly on top
of Signifier Card.
Card # Position Meaning
1

Heart of the Matter

2

Challenges/Obstacles

3

Aspirations/Speculation

4

Foundation/Roots

5

Immediate Future

6

Past Influences

7

Seeker’s View of Self

8

Seeker in Environment

9

Hopes and Fears

10

Probable Outcome
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CELTIC CROSS (THOTH)
FROM ALEISTER CROWLEY’S THOTH TAROT DECK, LWB

For General or Specific Questions. Place Signifier Card down first. Then place Card 1 directly on top
of Signifier Card.
Card # Position Meaning
1

Heart of the Matter

2

Challenges/Obstacles

3

Destiny; Seeker’s Higher Purpose

4

Immediate Future

5

Foundation/Roots

6

Past Influences

7

Seeker’s View of Self

8

Seeker in Environment

9

Hopes and Fears

10

Probable Outcome
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THE TREE OF LIFE
For General or Specific Questions. Place Signifier Card down first. Then place Card 1 directly on top
of Signifier Card.
Card #

Position Meaning

1

Goals/Aspirations

2

Choice Seeker can make that will
yield positive or Seeker's
obligations, duties

3

Choice Seeker can make that will
yield negative or Seeker's obstacles,
challenges

4

Benefits and positive aspects of
matter; the pros.

5

Drawbacks and negative aspects of
matter; the cons.

6

Probable Future

7

Emotions; Emotional influences

8

Logical; Analytical influences

9

Seeker's attitude/outlook; how
Seeker views him or herself

10

Opinion of others; how others view
Seeker and Seeker's situation
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PNEUMA CROSSING SPREAD

For General or Specific Questions. Place Signifier Card down first. (FMKDEA is explained in Chapter
18 of Holistic Tarot.
Card #

Position Meaning

1

The far removed past; context for the Seeker’s present trajectory

2

The recent past; what has already come to pass and is still having an impact on the
present and probable future

3

The present

4

Known issues and what occupies the Seeker’s consciousness

5

Latent or repressed issues and what occupies the Seeker’s unconscious; what needs to be
raised to the surface, or what Seeker must confront and reconcile in order to progress

6

Most probable outcome for the Seeker’s situation, based on current variables

7

FM (Force Majeure): Overriding superior forces that profoundly affect the Seeker’s life
trajectory

8

K (Karma): The chain of cause and effect that represents the Seeker’s narrative cycle

9

D (Disposition): The Seeker’s fundamental character

10

E (Education): The Seeker’s body of knowledge and experiences

11

A (Action): The Seeker’s expressions by conduct and words that most often determine the
Seeker’s success or failure
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ZODIAC SPREAD

Note that the above spread formation differs from the formation given in Chapter 14 of the book,
which was based on a zodiac spread taught by Eden Gray. The above formation is one later devised by
the author and, after use, was found to resonate better than the Gray-based formation.
Card # Position Meaning
1

Strongest Personality Trait; Disposition

2

Material/Financial Matters

3

Seeker in Environment; External Sphere

4

Home/Family Matters; Internal Sphere

5

Interests, Hobbies, Short-term Relationships

6

Daily Routine, the Seeker’s Job, Health Issues

7

Romantic Love, Union, Marriage, Partnerships

8

Sexual Love, Passion, Obstacles Seeker May face

9

Spiritual Outlook; Spiritual Journeys; Travel

10

Ambitions, Self-Esteem, Status, Seeker’s Pursuit of Glory

11

Community Affairs; Seeker’s Hopes; How Seeker Contributes to Society

12

Latent Force Influencing Seeker; Karmic Concerns
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12 CARD SPECIFIC QUESTION SPREAD

This spread is particularly well suited for examining elemental dignities and affinities. Be sure to
incorporate the analytical processes set forth in Chapter 15, p. 437-450 of the text.
Card # Position Meaning
1

Present Positive Influence 1

2

Present Positive Influence 2

3

Present Negative Influence 1

4

Present Negative Influence 2

5

Past Positive Influence 1

6

Past Positive Influence 2

7

Past Negative Influence 1

8

Past Negative Influence 2

9

Positive Effect of Future Outcome 1

10

Positive Effect of Future Outcome 2

11

Negative Effect of Future Outcome 1

12

Negative Effect of Future Outcome 2
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THE LEMNISCATE SPREAD

Card # Position Meaning
1

Heart of the Matter; What Covers Seeker in the Present

2

Challenges/Obstacles; What Blocks Seeker or What Will Come to Cross
Seeker's Path

3

Past Influences / Foundation / Inner Sphere

4

Past Influences / Foundation / Inner Sphere

5

Lessons Not Yet Learned; Recurring Theme in Seeker's Life of Spiritual
Significance; The Core of Seeker's Past; Past Life Influences

6

Past Hopes, Aspirations, or Fears; Speculative Future

7

Past Hopes, Aspirations, or Fears; Speculative Future

8

Latent Forces / Future Inner Sphere

9

Latent Forces / Future Inner Sphere

10

Seeker's Future Self; Who Seeker is to Become

11

Most Probable Outcome / Future Outer Sphere

12

Most Probable Outcome / Future Outer Sphere
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SIX FAITHS SPREAD

Card # Position Meaning
1

How Seeker views the Self, Yin

2

How Seeker views the Self, Yang

3

Goals and Ambitions, Yin

4

Goals and Ambitions, Yang

5

Most Probable Future, Yin

6

Most Probable Future, Yang

7

Seeker's Support & Allies, Yin

8

Seeker's Support & Allies, Yang

9

Knowledge & Experiences, Yin

10

Knowledge & Experiences, Yang

11

Environment; External Forces, Yin

12

Environment; External Forces, Yang
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GRAND PROFILE: LIFE ASSESSMENT SPREAD
No signifier is required for this reading technique. Cut deck into four piles, following the methodology
of the First Operation.

STEP 1

STEP 2

I

Pick up the “I” pile and ask the Seeker
to select a number 1 through 10. If there
is less cards than the number Seeker
selected, go with the number of cards in
the pile.

Lay out the number of cards Seeker selected (or
the number of cards in the pile) into a spread and
read the cards in the totality to assess the outlook
of Seeker’s WORK/CAREER.

H1

Pick up the “H1” pile and ask the Seeker
to select a number 1 through 10. If there
is less cards than the number Seeker
selected, go with the number of cards in
the pile.

Lay out the number of cards Seeker selected (or
the number of cards in the pile) into a spread and
read the cards in the totality to assess the outlook
of Seeker’s LOVE/RELATIONSHIPS/
FAMILY.

V

Pick up the “V” pile and ask the Seeker
to select a number 1 through 10. If there
is less cards than the number Seeker
selected, go with the number of cards in
the pile.

Lay out the number of cards Seeker selected (or
the number of cards in the pile) into a spread and
read the cards in the totality to assess the outlook
of Seeker’s AREAS OF TENSION;
AMBITIONS; ROLE IN
SOCIETY/GREATER PURPOSE.

H2

Pick up the “H2” pile and ask the Seeker
to select a number 1 through 10. If there
is less cards than the number Seeker
selected, go with the number of cards in
the pile.

Lay out the number of cards Seeker selected (or
the number of cards in the pile) into a spread and
read the cards in the totality to assess the outlook
of Seeker’s FINANCIAL/PROPERTY
MATTERS.
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THE TRADITIONAL 15 CARD SPREAD
FROM ROBERT WANG’S THE QABALISTIC TAROT

Card #

Position Meaning

1

Present mental state; current problem

2

Key issue from past about problem

3

Key Issue going forward about problem

4

Most likely outcome, 1 (See cards 8 and 12)

5

Possible alternative outcome, 1 (See cards 9 and 13)

6

Necessary factor to assist Seeker positively, 1 (See cards 10 and 14)

7

Greater external forces to mitigate, 1 (See cards 11 and 15)

8

Most likely outcome, 2 (See cards 4 and 12)

9

Possible alternative outcome, 1 (See cards 5 and 13)

10

Necessary factor to assist Seeker positively, 2 (See cards 6 and 14)

11

Greater external forces to mitigate, 2 (See cards 7 and 15)

12

Most likely outcome, 3 (See cards 4 and 8)

13

Possible alternative outcome, 1 (See cards 5 and 9)

14

Necessary factor to assist Seeker positively, 3 (See cards 10 and 6)

15

Greater external forces to mitigate, 3 (See cards 7 and 11)
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THE CHAI 18 CARD SPREAD

Row

Position Meaning

1–6

Most pertinent energies surrounding the PRESENT.

7 – 12

PAST INFLUENCES that still affect Seeker’s present.

13 – 18

Based on current trajectory, the most likely FUTURE OUTCOME for Seeker.

Column

Position Meaning

13
1
7

14
2
8

The source; causation; the foundation or root of Seeker’s knowledge and experiences;
where Seeker is coming from. Cards 1 and 2 are the cards that Seeker seems to be
focusing primarily on and occupies Seeker’s attention the most. Cards 7 and 8 are the
energies that set the past events into motion. Cards 13 and 14 are the immediate
future.

15
3
9

16
4
10

The complication; effects of causation; areas of ongoing conflict or tension. These
cards indicate how Seeker can advance out of present situation and toward a more
favorable future outcome. Cards 3, 4, 9, and 10 represent what Seeker had little
control over. Cards 15 and 16 represent what Seeker can still change.

17
5
11

18
6
12

These columns represent the most important energies that must be harnessed for
Seeker to find equilibrium. Cards 5 and 6 suggest where Seeker is headed in the
immediate future. Cards 11 and 12 represent past influences that have the strongest
hold over 5 and 6. Cards 17 and 18 represent what Seeker has the most power and
control of.
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THE GRAND TABLEAU TAROT SPREAD
Signifier Selection
Select the signifier and set aside. The Seeker shuffles
the entire deck thoroughly and draws out 35 cards. Shuffle the
35 cards with the signifier (36 total), and lay out in the grand
tableau spread.
Row and Column Interpretation




Cards in the same column as the signifier represent
the Seeker’s present moment and what is occupying
the Seeker’s mind and circumstances right now.
Cards in the same row to the left of the signifier represent past events that still have a hold over the
Seeker.
Cards in the same row to the right of the signifier represent what is most likely to come, given Seeker’s
present actions and state of mind. The cards to the right of the same row as the signifier represent the
most probable future outcome.
Quadrant Interpretation








Cards to the top left represent the conscious or
external plane. These cards are speculative
thoughts that correspond with past events.
Cards to the top right represent aspirations,
what could have been, and the what-ifs. These
cards also represent possible alternative future
outcomes if the Seeker chooses a different
trajectory from the one he or she is on now.
Cards to the bottom right denote the
unconscious internal plane. They also
represent what the Seeker has control over. If
Seeker wants a different outcome then the one
forecasted, then Seeker must control these
factors.
Cards to the bottom left denote the Seeker’s
physical world, what has come to pass, or what
is part of Seeker’s legacy, history, or
emotional baggage.
Knighting

Knight cards are the cards that are either: two cards
over left or right and one card up or down, which are
positioned in an “L” shape relative to the signifier.
Knight cards represent imminent action in the Seeker’s
life.




A knighted card to the signifier’s right
represent the elements that will directly help
the Seeker advance onward to the next stage of
his or her life or toward the Seeker’s
objectives.
A knighted card to the signifier’s left represent
past actions or energies that threaten to
challenge Seeker from obtaining his or her
objectives.




A knighted card on a row above the signifier
represents opportunities that the Seeker must
seize.
A knighted card on a row below the signifier
represents personal energies, outlook, or traits
that Seeker must learn to control.
Mirroring









A card that is a symmetrical reflection of the
signifier over the vertical axis to the signifier’s
left represents who the Seeker used to be and
will indicate a Seeker who has made
substantial changes or has gone through a
major makeover of him or herself to become
who the Seeker is today.
A card that is a symmetrical reflection of the
signifier over the vertical axis to the signifier’s
right represents who the Seeker is going to
become someday or indicate a coming
makeover that will change the way the Seeker
sees him or herself.
A card that is a symmetrical reflection of the
signifier over the horizontal axis above the
signifier represents the image or likeness of
the Seeker that Seeker wants to be. The card is
speculative and has not yet come to
materialize as Seeker’s reality.
A card that is a symmetrical reflection of the
signifier over the horizontal axis below the
signifier represents the Seeker’s shadow. This
represents the Seeker’s true image that he or
she tries hard to conceal from the external
world. This represents a Seeker with many
secrets, perhaps also many insecurities, and a
Seeker who still needs to learn how to come to
terms with his or her identity.
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THE TRIQUETRA OUTCOME MANAGEMENT SPREAD
To be performed following a tarot reading if and only if the Seeker is going through a time of crisis.
Only the Major Arcana or, in the alternative, an oracle deck, should be used. The Triquetra will draw
out the trinitarian force that the Seeker needs specifically to overcome the crisis. The Triquetra also
blesses and empowers the Seeker with these forces so that the Seeker can be stronger and thus change
his or her own fate. If blessing incantations are in line with the practitioner's subscribed faith, then one
may be performed here to seal the trinity to the Seeker.

Card # Position Meaning
1

First power to master. This is Seeker's initial focus.
The self. Ego. Individual subconscious. Selfawareness.

2

Power mastered with support of others. Seeker must
ask for help. Do not try to overcome the hardship
alone. Aspiration of the superego. Nurturing from
others. How the collective unconscious can come to
the Seeker’s aid.

3

Final power needed. May be most elusive to Seeker.
Work the hardest at harnessing this power. Supreme
wisdom. How the Seeker’s individual subconscious
can become one with the collective unconscious.
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THE BA GUA SPREAD

Card # Position Meaning
1

Career/Work Influences
(or Personal Development Influences)

2

Knowledge/Experience Influences

3

Past Influences

4

Financial/Material

5

How the World Sees Seeker

6

Love/Relationships
(or Emotional Influences)

7

Probable Future

8

Seeker’s Allies/Support
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EDEN GRAY’S THREE ACES SPREAD
For Yes or No Questions. No Signifier Card Needed.

Step One.

After shuffling the deck thoroughly, begin turning the cards face up onto Pile 1. Count
the cards and identify Ace cards. If an Ace card appears, stop and move on to Pile 2. If
no Ace card appears, stop at 13 cards.

Step Two.

Begin turning the cards face up onto Pile 2 to the immediate right of Pile 1. Count the
cards and identify Ace cards. If an Ace card appears, stop and move on to Pile 3. If no
Ace card appears, stop at 13 cards.

Step Three.

Begin turning the cards face up onto Pile 3 to the immediate right of Pile 2. Count the
cards and identify Ace cards. If an Ace card appears, stop. If no Ace card appears, stop at
13 cards.

Spread Outcome
No Aces
One Ace Only
Two Aces

Three Aces

Meaning
Seeker’s question cannot be answered at this time.
Ace is Upright

:

The answer is “Yes.”

Ace is Reversed

:

The answer is “No.”

Gray’s Approach

:

Right pile reveals immediate outcome.
Left pile reveals final outcome
Reversed Aces indicate setbacks/delays.

Author’s Approach

:

Left pile reveals immediate outcome.
Right pile reveals final outcome.
Reversed Aces indicate setbacks/delays.

The answer is “Yes.” Reversed Aces indicate setbacks/delays/warnings.

Note. The suit of the Ace card will provide further detail to the answer. Non-Ace cards in the spread indicate
why the answer is “No” and what the Seeker can do to improve the matter at hand for a more favorable outcome.
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TWO SEEKER LOVE SPREAD
This is the reading spread for lovers to offer insight into their relationship.
Separate Readings for Each Seeker:
First select a signifier card for each Seeker. Splay out all cards on the table and have each Seeker draw into a pile
39 cards total, or half the deck. After each Seeker shuffles his or her pile, take the half deck from each Seeker for
two 3-card spreads.

Card #

Position Meaning

1

Seeker’s present situation, present mental state.

2

Past influences affecting Seeker’s present state.

3

Seeker’s aspirations, hopes, fears, and/or most probable outcome
for the immediate future.

Perform an independent and separate reading for each Seeker using a 3-card spread. After the separate readings,
reshuffle the cards and perform the following combined reading.
Combined Reading for the Couple:

Card #

Position Meaning

Card #

Position Meaning

1A

First Seeker’s past influences that
affect the relationship.

1B

Second Seeker’s past influences that affect
the relationship.

2A

First Seeker’s present state of mind.

2B

Second Seeker’s present state of mind.

3A

First Seeker’s aspirations and
expectations of the relationship.

3B

Second Seeker’s aspirations and
expectations of the relationship.

For an in-depth examination of the couple’s relationship, a third spread can be used. Place the two signifier cards
side by side and proceed using any multi-card tarot spread of your choosing. The Celtic Cross is optimal, as it
can support either a specific question the couple might have about their relationship or just a more general
detailed reading.
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THE ROSE

Perform the First Operation. Note the elemental correspondence of the pile that the signifier appears in
(i.e., I: Fire, H: Water, V: Air, H: Earth). Use the suit from the Minor Arcana in the deck that
corresponds with that pile. (e.g., if the signifier appeared in the pile corresponding with H: Water, then
the Suit of Cups from the Minor Arcana would be used for the subsequent step).
Separate the corresponding suit cards (14 total) into one pile (Suit Pile). The remaining three suits
make up another pile (Remaining Minor Arcana). Also separate out the Major Arcana cards (22 total
for the Major Arcana). Each tier of petals of The Rose spread will be drawn from a different pile of
cards.
Card #

Position Meaning

1-7

Shuffle and cut. Draw these cards from the Remaining Minor Arcana pile of cards.
Cards 1 through 7, the outer petals of the rose, indicate the extenuating circumstances
that enclose or heavily affect the matter at hand. Assess the overall landscape of the
seven cards and interpret them as a cohesive narrative. Note any suit dominance, any
patterns, repetitions, and other synchronicities. Apply the checklist of consideration
points for a reading from Chapter 15.

8 - 10

Shuffle and cut. Draw these cards from the Suit Pile of cards. Cards 8 through 10
represent the trinitarian forces at play in the matter at hand, specifically how the
matter will play out for the Seeker.

11 - 12

Draw these two cards from the Major Arcana. These are the force majeure that
governs the matter at hand. These forces block each other and weaken or they amplify
one another and strengthen, depending on the elemental dignities.
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THE SEASHELL

Best suited for general inquiries. A signifier may be used, which is placed in the position beneath Card
1 before the commencement of the reading.
Card #

Position Meaning

1

Present Situation; Present Mental State; What Occupies Seeker

2

Past Influences on the Present

3

Most Probable Outcome or Trajectory Seeker is On

4

Work/Career Issues; Creative Projects; Personal Development

5

Love/Relationships; Family; Seeker’s Emotional Plane

6

Ambitions; Any Disputes; Seeker’s External Social Plane

7

Money Issues; Assets; Property; Seeker’s Material Plane

8

Force Majeure: Acts of God Beyond Seeker’s Control

9

Karma: Seeker’s Karmic Path; Why Things Happen to Seeker

10

Disposition: Seeker’s Character as it Affects Seeker’s Path

11

Education: What Knowledge Seeker Needs for Success

12

Action: What Seeker Must Do Going Forward to Succeed
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LO SHU SQUARE SPREAD
For a nature and nurture comparison.
Nature
Enter the digits of the Seeker’s date of birth into the Lo Shu square. See Chapter 16 for review.
Consult the subsequent charts for Vertical, Horizontal, and Diagonal Planes to assess the fundamental
disposition the Seeker was born with. The Nature Chart reveals the Seeker’s innate strengths and
weaknesses.
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Nurture
Shuffle and cut the tarot deck. Draw 8 cards. Note however if there were zeros in the Seeker’s date of
birth, deduct 1 card for every zero in the date of birth (e.g., a person born on 01/02/2001 would only
draw 4 cards rather than 8). Note the corresponding numerological value of each card drawn and place
it into its corresponding position in the below spread chart. Apply the chart’s correspondences to the
cards drawn to assess the Seeker’s nurture influences.

